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Terms of Engagement
Monetary Solutions Limited is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority FCA Number
590335.
You can check the FCA’s Register by visiting the
website www.fca.org.uk/register or by contacting the
FCA on 0800 111 6768.

Our Commitment to You
Before providing you with any advice we will take time
to understand your current needs, circumstances and
attitude to risk. Any advice provided will be confirmed to
you in writing.

Independent Advice
We offer advice on an “Independent” basis. This means
that we provide unbiased, unrestricted advice based
on a comprehensive and fair analysis of the relevant
market, giving due consideration to the full range of
retail investment, pension and life products available in
the marketplace which may be appropriate for you. We
also offer products from a limited number of insurers for
Buildings and Contents and for Accident, Sickness and
Unemployment cover. Ask us for a list of insurers we
use.

Best Execution

in settlement of fees or disbursements for which we
have sent you an invoice) or handle cash.

Investment and Non-Investment Services
Monetary Solutions Limited is permitted to advise on
and arrange deals in investments and non-investment
insurance contracts.
With regard to investments and non-investment
insurance contracts which we have arranged for you,
these will not be kept under review unless we agree
otherwise with you; but we will advise you upon your
request.
However, we may contact you in the future by means of
an unsolicited promotion should we wish to contact you
to discuss the relative merits of an investment or service
which we feel may be of interest to you.

Conflicts of Interest
Monetary Solutions Limited offers advice in accordance
with that disclosed to you in this agreement.
Occasions may arise where we or one of our other
clients have some form of interest in business being
transacted for you.

It is our policy to transact your business in order to
achieve the best possible results in terms of the nature
and price of the products selected, transaction charges,
administration and service excellence.

If this happens or we become aware that our interests
or those of one of our other clients conflict with your
interests, we will write to you and obtain your consent
before we carry out your instructions, and detail the
steps we will take to ensure fair treatment.

Client Classification

Data Protection

Monetary Solutions Limited classifies all clients as
‘retail clients’ for investment business which means
you are afforded all protections under the rules of the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Should you wish to
be classified differently, please discuss this with your
adviser.
Please note that should you wish to be considered as a
different category of customer, such as a professional
client or eligible counterparty, you must inform us in
writing. We will provide you with a new client agreement
and you may lose a number of protections which will be
outlined in that new agreement.

Methods of Communication
Unless you advise us otherwise, we will communicate
with you via the following methods of communication,
Face to Face, Email, Telephone, Letter & Fax.

Clients’ Money

You may be assured that we, and any company
associated with us, will treat all personal data and
sensitive personal data as confidential and will not
process it other than for a legitimate purpose. Steps will
be taken to ensure that the information is accurate, kept
up to date and not kept for longer than is necessary.
Measures will also be taken to safeguard against
unauthorised or unlawful processing and accidental loss
or destruction or damage to the data.
The information you have provided is subject to the
Data Protection Act 1998 (the “Act”). By signing this
document you consent to us or any company associated
with us for processing, both manually and by electronic
means, your personal data for the purposes of providing
advice, administration and management. This includes
Paradigm Partners LLP who provide us with advice on
the FCA regulations and compliance from time to time.

The firm does not handle clients’ money. We never
accept a cheque made out to us (unless it is a payment
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“Processing” includes obtaining, recording or holding
information or data, transferring it to other companies
associated with us, product providers, the FCA or
any other statutory, governmental or regulatory body
for legitimate purposes including, where relevant, to
solicitors and/or other debt collection agencies for debt
collection purposes and carrying out operations on the
information or data.
We may also contact you or pass your details to other
companies associated with us to contact you (including
by telephone) with details of any other similar products,
promotions, or for related marketing purposes in which
we think you may be interested.
The information provided may also contain sensitive
personal data for the purposes of the Act, being
information as to your physical or mental health or
condition; the commission or alleged commission of
any offence by you; any proceedings for an offence
committed or alleged to have been committed by you,
including the outcome or sentence in such proceedings;
your political opinions, religious or similar beliefs, sexual
life; or your membership of a Trade Union.

agreement or telephone us on 020 8655 8488. If we
cannot settle your complaint with us, you may be entitled
to refer it to the Financial Ombudsman Service.

http://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

Compensation Arrangements
We have briefly set out some information about the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)
below. If you would like further information about
compensation scheme arrangements, details are
available at www.fscs.org.uk or call 0800 678 1100.
Most of the products we advise on are covered by the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS). You
may be entitled to compensation from the scheme if
product providers or we cannot meet our obligations.
This depends on the type of business and the
circumstances of the claim.

Investment
Most types of investment business are covered for
100% of the first £50,000 per person per firm, so the
maximum compensation is £50,000 per person per firm.

Insurance
If at any time you wish us or any company associated
with us to cease processing your personal data or
sensitive personal data, or contacting you for
marketing purposes, please contact The Data
Protection Officer on (020 8655 8488) or in writing at
Palmerston House, 814 Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey,
CR8 2BR.
A consent tick box is provided at the end of this form
for you to indicate your preference to receive e-mail
marketing. If you decide at any time that you no longer
wish to receive marketing e-mails from us, please
contact us.
Subject to certain exceptions, you are entitled to have
access to your personal and sensitive personal data
held by us. You may be charged a fee (subject to the
statutory maximum) for supplying you with such data.

Right to Cancel
We will inform you of your statutory right to cancel.
However, there will be occasions where no statutory
rights are granted, although this will be explained before
any contract is concluded.

Termination
You or we may terminate our authority to act on your
behalf at any time without penalty. Notice of this
termination must be given in writing. The termination will
be without prejudice to the completion of transactions
already initiated, if this is the case. Any transactions
effected before termination and a due proportion of any
charges for services accrued shall be settled to the date
of notification.

Complaints
Our complaints procedures are available on request.
If you wish to register a complaint, please contact us
in writing at the address on the front of this

Protection is at 100% where the claim is in respect of
• A liability subject to compulsory insurance (for
example car insurance)
• A relevant omission* in respect of a relevant general
insurance contract which arises from the death or
incapacity of the policyholder owing to injury,
sickness or infirmity
• A relevant omission* in respect of a pure protection
contract (for example, life insurance)
In all other cases, 90% of the claim will apply
*relevant omission meaning where the insurance
intermediary has failed to:
a) pay monies to an insurer; or
b) pay monies that it has received from an insurer;
or
c) take steps to cause a contract of insurance to
be effected by an insurer

Deposits
Money in accounts like current and savings accounts,
including cash Individual Savings Accounts (ISA’s) are
covered up to £85,000 per authorised firm (£170,000 for
a joint account). It should be noted that ‘authorised
firms’ may have different brands. The FSCS will provide
a £1 million protection limit for temporary high balances
held with your bank, building society or credit union if it
fails. A temporary high balance would apply when
payments have been received in respect of specified life
events, details of which can be obtained from FSCS.
Advice that is not regulated will not be covered by the
FSCS e.g. consultancy work that does not involve
investment contracts.

Law
These Terms of Engagement are governed and shall
be construed in accordance with English Law and the
parties shall submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts.
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What We Offer
Free Initial
Consultation

Research and
Analysis

Review and
Strategy Report

Advice and
Implementation

Ongoing
Service

Introduction

Research and Analysis

Our ethos is to provide our clients with a high level of
service, both initially and on an ongoing basis.

At this stage, we will review your current position based
on our extensive knowledge of financial markets, and
diligently research potential solutions for your needs.

By becoming a client we believe you will have the peace
of mind, security and confidence from the knowledge
that your financial plans are being professionally looked
after and reviewed.
It is important that you know what to expect in terms of
the services we provide, and that you understand our
commitment to you in the provision of those services.

Initial Consultation
Monetary Solutions Limited offers you an initial meeting
to understand in broad terms your needs and objectives
and to agree with you that our services are right for you
going forward. This meeting usually lasts for around
one hour, the cost of which is met by our firm. If you
decide to proceed, we will ask you to formalise your
permission for us to commence chargeable work for
you by signing this Agreement and paying our initial
fee. It may be that we have to calculate the amount of
work involved and then come back to you with a fee
quotation. You will not incur a fee from us until you have
agreed it.

Next Step
Once the above has been agreed, we will then arrange
to collect more detailed important information about your
current circumstances, and your objectives in terms of
your financial future. We will also, if applicable, discuss
your attitude toward “investment risk”, and your
understanding of how such risks may affect you.
You may at this stage take up our Lifestyle Financial
Planning service if we discuss and agree that you would
benefit from the more in-depth analysis and choices this
service provides. Please ask us or check our website if
you would like more details of this valuable service.

We may, with your permission, gather information from
other professional advisers or financial services
providers with whom you have an agreement or policy.

Review and Strategy Report
Once we have a full understanding we will then contact
you to arrange a follow-up meeting or to provide an
initial report reviewing your current position and
indicating where improvements and changes can be
made in your best interests.
We will then plan our next step.

Advice and Implementation
When we have agreed how to proceed and we have all
the information we require, we write a Financial
Planning Report outlining our advice and
recommendations.
We will then confirm that you are happy with our advice
and recommendations. Once you feel that you are in a
position to make a fully informed decision to proceed,
and you have given us your consent to do so, we will
begin the process of giving specific advice towards
implementing our recommendations.
We will guide you through the applications process, help
you with any forms and ensure things move ahead in a
timely manner.
The charge for advice and implementation of your
recommendations is usually calculated as a percentage
of the amount invested although all the options are
detailed on page 6 and 7.
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Ongoing Service
Introduction
We believe an important part of good financial planning
is our ongoing review service to ensure your plans stay
relevant to you, your circumstances and any legislative
changes that have happened since our last review. Our
clients appreciate the long-term relationships we build
with them in this way.
In particular, it is essential to review your investments
and pensions at least annually so they are kept up to
date and remain in line with your risk profile.

Ongoing Service
Monetary Solutions offers a choice of ongoing
service propositions. We will agree with you which
level of service is most appropriate to your needs.
Ongoing service fees are charged as a percentage
of funds under management. The actual fee
charged will vary depending upon how the
investment performs and it will increase as the fund
grows.
The ‘full’ service proposition is automatically
provided to those clients whose ongoing fees
exceed £500 per year (approximately £65,000 or
more invested).
The ‘limited’ advice and ongoing review service is
provided to those clients whose ongoing fees are less
than £500 per year (up to approximately £65,000
invested). These clients may elect to pay to upgrade to
the full service.
You may cancel the ongoing service at any time.

Servicing categories
Ongoing Administration and
Document Processing
Issue Annual Reports with
Recommendations
Issue Annual Summary
Unlimited Phone and/or
Email Support
Option of Two Face to Face
Review Meetings Per Year
Review meeting every
Three Years

Full

Limited

 

 


 

Full Service
The Full Service proposition includes a report at the
beginning of each year with a summary of your
investments and their performance, We also offer an
annual review meeting at which we update your
circumstances and attitude to risk, and assess whether
your investments should be changed onto our updated
portfolios.
You also have the option of a further meeting should the
need arise, plus additional ongoing telephone and email
support.
This is a premier service offered as a full ongoing
financial planning strategy of which we are very proud.

Limited Service
.

With the Limited Service proposition your investments
will be kept under review, and we will send you a report
at the beginning of each year with a summary of your
investments and their performance. We also offer a face
to face review meeting every three years at which we
update your circumstances and attitude to risk, and
assess whether your investment should be changed
onto our updated portfolios.
In the meantime you have access to a qualified adviser
for up to an hour a year by telephone or by email. This
can be spread over the year and can be used to discuss
any part of the financial planning
This and the three-yearly review will be covered within
these servicing fees, any additional amendments will be
subject to an extra charge.
You do have the option of topping up your fees to the
minimum of £500 required for the full service.
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What Will it Cost Me?
Financial Planning
Initial Consultation
Fees for pre-consultation, research, analysis
and report

Free of charge
We normally charge £475 for a Review and
Strategy report

We will estimate the total cost for you in advance of commencing work if you wish. You may ask us not to exceed a specified amount.

Advice and Implementation
Lump Sum Investments
Total Funds
Invested / Under
Management1

Standard Fee

Initial2
£0 - £50,000
3.00%
£50,001 - £100,000 3.00%
£100,001 - £500,000 2.00%
Above £500,000
1.00%

Ongoing3
1.00% pa
0.75% pa
0.75% pa
0.50% pa

Alternative Fee – For those who
prefer a lower initial fee and a higher
ongoing charge
Initial2
No alternative fee
1.00%
1.00% pa
1.00%
1.00% pa
No alternative fee

1

If a new investment takes
your total funds under
management to the next
band, the lower charge will
apply.

2

Subject to a minimum of £475 and maximum of £10,000

3

If applicable N.B. If funds under management are less than £65,000, you will receive the Limited Service but
you can pay the difference to get the Full Service for £500.

Regular Premium Investments
Amount
Initial
3% of the monthly premium (or fee
£0 - £1,500pm
agreed at outset)
1% of the monthly premium (or fee
Over £1,500pm
agreed at outset)

Ongoing
Subject to funds under management
fees as above
Subject to funds under management
fees as above

Examples of Costs in Cash Terms
Lump Sum Investments
Standard Fee
Amount of
Investment
Initial2
£1,350 and
£45,000
£43,650 invested
£2,250 and
£75,000
£72,750 invested
£2,600 and
£130,000
£127,400 invested

Ongoing

3

£436.50 pa
£545.62 pa
£955.50 pa

Regular Premium Investments
Amount
Initial
£100pm
£3 pm and £97 pm invested
£2,000pm
£20 pm and £1,980 pm invested

Alternative Fee
Initial2

Ongoing3

No alternative fee
£750 and
£742.50 pa
£74,250 invested
£1,300 and
£1,287.00 pa
£128,700 invested
End of Year 1
£36
£240

Ongoing
£11.64 pa
£237.60 pa
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Non-Investment Products
Any advice or service not classified to be for an investment or pension product may provide an adviser with
commission or may have a separate charging structure to that above, so we have detailed these here.
- in respect of a non-investment Life Insurance or Protection Policy
The cost of work done on your behalf in arranging a life insurance or protection policy is usually covered by
commission paid to us by the provider. Life insurance products could be subject to a Trust and we would generally
advise you to implement this at outset if applicable; the fee for this would normally also be covered by the
commission generated by the life insurance company. We will always advise you of the amount of income earned
in this way.
- in respect of Residential Mortgages, Consumer Buy To Let Mortgages and Second Charge Mortgages
We offer a comprehensive range of mortgages from across the market but not deals that you can obtain by going
direct to a lender.
For residential mortgages and Consumer Buy to Let mortgages, we would normally be paid a procuration fee by
the lender of up to 0.5%. For example, for a mortgage of £100,000 we would receive a fee of up to £500. For
mortgages up to and including £150,000 we also charge a flat fee of £250 to research the market and advise you
on the most appropriate loan for your needs. The £250 is payable upfront and is only refundable if we cannot find
a lender to place the mortgage with.
For a second charge mortgage we will be paid a procuration fee by the lender.
You may request an illustration from your adviser whenever our firm provides you with information, specific to the
amount you want to borrow, following assessment of your needs and circumstances.
- in respect of Equity Release
We are not limited in the range of Lifetime Mortgages and Home Reversion Schemes we will consider for you.
We charge a flat fee of £475 to research the market and advise you on the most appropriate product for your
needs. The £475 is payable upfront and is only refundable if we cannot find a lender to place the Equity Release
scheme with.
If you decide to go ahead with our recommendations we would normally be paid a procuration fee by the provider
of up to 2.5%. For example, for a Lifetime Mortgage of £100,000 we would receive a fee of up to £2,500.
- in respect of Commercial Mortgages including loans to pensions
We charge a fee of £750 to research the market place and advise you on the most appropriate loan to meet your
needs. The £750 is payable upfront and is only refundable if we cannot find a lender to place the mortgage with.
If you go ahead with the loan we would then charge another 0.5% to implement the deal and follow through to
completion. For example, for a commercial mortgage of £100,000 we would charge an additional fee of £500.
- in respect of General Insurance
General Insurance generates a commission to our firm. As with Life Assurance, the cost of the work done on your
behalf is usually covered by the commission paid by the provider.
- Other Legacy Products
Some old policies generate a commission automatically – if this happens we will advise you at the time and confirm
the amount to you. This commission is paid out of the charges on the contract.
- Lifestyle Financial Planning
This specialist service starts at a fixed fee of £975 but will depend on the complexity and time required to provide
the full report. We will agree a fee with you for this work at outset.
- Consultancy
Consultancy work will be agreed on an individual basis.
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Paying our Fees
Our Fees
You will always know our fees before you make a decision to proceed. We don’t hide our costs and have a
transparent charging structure, so you can be sure we are working efficiently for your benefit.
Our fees are based wholly upon the provision of our qualified and professional expertise; the time taken to
analyse your circumstances and devise an appropriate strategy going forward; the design of an appropriate
summary report to communicate this strategy to you; and also take into account our firm’s exposure to
regulatory, commercial and financial risk.

Paying Our Fees

Tax Efficient Fee Collection

Should you agree to proceed and we go ahead with the
implementation of your strategy, it can be arranged
for your total fees to be deducted from the investment
amount at outset, via the product provider – as long as
the product selected facilitates this.

Our fees are consistent to give you absolutely impartial
advice. However, as part of the overall financial
planning process we will also take into account how
best to charge for our service. In almost all cases this is
best taken from contracts which either obtain tax relief
on creation or are taxed on exit because this effectively
saves you this percentage in tax.

Alternatively, you may prefer to make your payment
to us by cheque or bank transfer. Your choice can be
shown in the Client Declaration section of this
document.
The cost relating to the ongoing service can be met in
the same way.

Invoice Procedure
Invoices are issued within 10 days of either an advice
service being agreed and/or presented, or in the case
of implementation fees, within 10 days of your
product(s) being put in place.

For example, if our fees to manage your pension
investments were £1,000 which were taken via the
pension, the net cost to you may be as low as £600.
Exceptions to the above are ISAs which do not receive
tax relief but grow tax free (subject to the 10% tax
credit) and are tax free on exit, therefore, it would be
prudent to pay the annual management charge outside
of the wrapper from a cash account. This would have
the added advantage of reducing the growth on the
cash account which effectively saves paying income tax
of up to 40% on the amount of the fee.

What is not included in our fees?
Will writing, advice on trusts outside of a product
and complex tax calculations/advice. In addition, we
will pass on any third party expense such as Capital
Gains Tax (CGT) reporting or third party discretionary
management fees for which we may be invoiced on
your behalf. If we do need to charge you for any of
these services a fee will be agreed with you in advance.

Refunds and Cancellation Policy
Fees are payable subsequent to our Professional
Advice Services being provided, and therefore refunds
are not available in normal circumstances. Fees paid in
respect of regular or annual services are not refundable;
however, any on-going services may be cancelled
upon request. Please also see your rights to cancel, in
respect of cancelling individual products or policies.
Should a refund be required due to any element of
dissatisfaction on your part, this should be approached
via our normal Complaints procedure as outlined above.
We will try to resolve the issue to your satisfaction,
which may include offering a discretionary refund.

By using the above you can save a large amount
on the payment of overall fees by engineering the
payment from tax efficient sources. The net effect of this
approach can reduce fees by up to 40%.
Value Added Tax
As we act on your behalf as an intermediary our fees
are presently exempt from VAT which means we do not
usually have to make an additional charge of 20%. If we
do have to charge you for a service which is subject to
VAT, we will inform you in advance.
Payments
Cheques should be made payable to ‘Monetary
Solutions Limited’.
Our bank details for direct payments are available on
request.
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Client Agreement
This outlines the basis of our agreement with you and confirms the services and the fees a g r e e d .

DATA PROTECTION STATEMENT
The information you provide to us is subject to the Data Protection Act 1998 (the “Act”). By signing this document
you consent to us or any company associated with us processing, both manually and by electronic means, your
personal data for the purposes of providing advice, administration and management.

o
o
o

Please tick this box if you DO NOT consent to us or any company associated with us processing sensitive
personal data (This could impact upon our ability to provide you with certain types of product or service and
may ultimately result in us being unable to provide them to you at all)
Please tick this box if you ARE happy for us or any company associated with us to contact you for marketing
purposes
Please tick this box if you ARE happy for us to send you documents such as illustrations and reports as
attachments by email
Secure email (registration required)

Standard (non-secure email)

(
Email address to use:…………………………………………………………………………………………………
o
r

ONGOING SERVICE AGREED

o Full Service o Limited Service o No ongoing service

y
o
u
An upfront fee of £....................for a review and strategy report or for lifestyle
financial planning

FEES AGREED

o
o A monthly fee of £..................../....................% on regular premium contracts
a
r
o An advice and implementation charge of ....................% of the initial investment
paid to Monetary Solutions,

together with an annual fee of ....................% of the fund value again paide to Monetary Solutions for payment for
ongoing service
Fees to be paid:

Advice & Implementation
Ongoing service

o
o

o Bybrprovider (deducted from investment)
Direct by client o Byi provider (deducted from investment)

Direct by client

n
o Bespoke charges and services (to be determined after discussion & analysis)
g

o

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….
i

A commission/remuneration paid by the provider of the policy/service to n
Monetary Solutions to pay for their
time and expertise. (NB This box should only be used in respect of annuities,
g legacy products, general
insurances, mortgages/equity release and protection policies.)

s
o
m
I confirm that I have received a full copy of the Client Agreement (pages 1 to 8).
e
This is our standard Client Agreement upon which we intend to rely. For youroown benefit and protection you should
n you consent to the terms contained
read the terms with our Client Agreement carefully before signing, as by signing
e
within, including authorisation to transfer information between parties as described
in the Client Agreement. If there

CLIENT’S CONFIRMATION AND CONSENT

o

are any terms within this agreement that you do not understand, please ask for further information. The Client
Agreement will come into effect from the date of acceptance of this agreement,
e which will be confirmed by the date
provided in the ‘date of signature box’ below, unless otherwise stated.
l
Customer Name(s) in Block Capitals

s Date of Issue
e

........................................................................................................................

............................................................
wDate of Signature

Customer Signature(s)
........................................................................................................................

i ............................................................
t
h
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